Biomechanical modeling of posterior instrumentation of the scoliotic spine.
Scoliosis is a three-dimensional deformation of the spine that can be treated by vertebral fusion using surgical instrumentation. However, the optimal configuration of instrumentation remains controversial. Simulating the surgical maneuvers with personalized biomechanical models may provide an analytical tool to determine instrumentation configuration during the pre-operative planning. Finite element models used in surgical simulations display convergence difficulties as a result of discontinuities and stiffness differences between elements. A kinetic model using flexible mechanisms has been developed to address this problem, and this study presents its use in the simulation of Cotrel-Dubousset Horizon surgical maneuvers. The model of the spine is composed of rigid bodies corresponding to the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae, and flexible elements representing the intervertebral structures. The model was personalized to the geometry of three scoliotic patients (with a thoracic Cobb angle of 45 degrees, 49 degrees and 39 degrees ). Binary joints and kinematic constraints were used to represent the rod-implant-vertebra joints. The correction procedure was simulated using three steps: (1) Translation of hooks and screws on the first rod; (2) 90 degrees rod rotation; (3) Hooks and screws look-up on the rod. After the simulation, slight differences of 0-6 degrees were found for the thoracic spine scoliosis and the kyphosis, and of 1-8 degrees for the axial rotation of the apical vertebra and for the orientation of the plane of maximum deformity, compared to the real post-operative shape of the patient. Reaction loads at the vertebra-implant link were mostly below 1000 N, while reaction loads at the boundary conditions (representing the overall action of the surgeon) were in the range 7-470 N and maximum torque applied to the rod was 1.8 Nm. This kinetic modeling approach using flexible mechanisms provided a realistic representation of the surgical maneuvers. It may offer a tool to predict spinal geometry correction and assist in the pre-operative planning of surgical instrumentation of the scoliotic spine.